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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
News
Students struggle to make the
return to campus after having
the week off.
Story on Page 3
Sports
Eastern loses in the first
round of the NCAA
Tournament.
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Social Security numbers to be
taken off of Panther Cards.
Story on Page 5
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Coles County
leads in meth
busts, arrests  
By Amber Williams
City editor
Coles County is the leading
county in the state of Illinois for
methamphetamine stops, busts and
labs.
Of the entire state, Coles County
makes up for 60 percent of all
methamphetamine contacts, said
Eric Davidson, director for health
education and promotion.
“Arrests have gone up signifi-
cantly,” said Master Sgt. Dave
McLearin of the East Central
Illinois Task Force.
The number of arrests related to
methamphetamines have more than
doubled in the last year, and 80 per-
cent of all drug busts are related to
methamphetamines, McLearin
said.
The reason why Coles County
has such a concentration of
methamphetamine labs is closely
related to its mostly rural popula-
tion, McLearin said. 
Most of the ingredients to make
methamphetamines can be bought
at hardware stores, except for anhy-
drous ammonia, which farmers use
to fertilize their crops, McLearin
said. People who manufacture the
drug usually steal the anhydrous
ammonia from farmer’s fields or
fertilizer plants and make their
product in abandoned shacks or in
ditches out in the country.
Often, people making metham-
phetamines will drive a truck out
into the country and park it, while
they manufacture the drug in the
bed of the truck, McLearin said.
Because of the relative availabil-
ity of the ingredients to the drug as
well as availability of information
on how to make it, the manufacture
of methamphetamines is becoming
increasingly popular, he said.
“It is a drug that is easy to make
and inexpensive to make,”
McLearin said.
People often find recipes on how
to make the drug online, or friends
pass the information on to each
other, he said. 
To make one ounce of metham-
phetamines would cost someone
less than $150; however, to buy one
ounce from a dealer would cost
approximately $1,500.
Police officers often discover
labs on an unrelated call or stop.
The drug is not a popular party
drug, McLearin said. If a person is
caught with a fairly large amount of
Eastern graduate spends
free time driving shuttle
By Michelle Jones
Assoc. news editor
The white bus with the blue line
on its side travels up and down the
streets of campus and in the town.
John Hamilton, a friendly man who
loves his job, sits behind the wheel
of the Panther Express, Eastern’s
shuttle bus, about 26 hours a week,
making $8 an hour. 
To most people, a job is some-
thing they have to do to make ends
meet and to earn money. People
find other things to do for “fun,” but
not Hamilton.
Hamilton, 56, said his job is fun
and enjoyable. “I make a few
bucks, and I like the students,”
Hamilton said. “I can talk with
them and kid with them.”
He said college students are
great. Some drink a little too much,
and his main dislike is “a loud
mouth student with a little too
much beer in them,” but for the
most part, students are appreciative
of the bus service, especially in the
cold weather, he said.
“Students always say ‘thank
you.’ That just makes your job eas-
ier,” Hamilton said.
Hamilton became interested in
being a
shuttle bus
d r i v e r
because he
w a n t e d
p a r t - t i m e
work in the winter. He worked with
his son, John, who runs a lawn ser-
vice, but in the winter, he had a lot
of free time.
Scott Harrison, owner of H&H
Transportation, the company that
runs the Panther Express, said
Hamilton drives the bus simply for
something to do. 
“All he does is work, and it
keeps him occupied,” he said. “He’s
doing it because he’s bored, not
because he needs the money.”
The shuttle bus has been in exis-
tence for three years. Hamilton
drove the first year while another
driver was in Florida, skipped the
second year and returned this year
when the university got the second
shuttle bus.
Hamilton drives the bus
Thursday and Friday nights from 9
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. and
most of the day
Saturdays and
Sundays. The bus
runs from 11 a.m. to
1:30 a.m. on
Saturdays and from 11 a.m. to 11
p.m. Sundays, but he also has help
on those days.
“My son-in-law comes on duty
in the afternoon and gives me a
chance to nap,” Hamilton said.
He said he doesn’t really get
tired of driving. He does take a nap
during the day on Thursdays and
Fridays, so he is “in good shape for
1:30.”
“I took the night shift because
the other guys didn’t want to work
as late,” Hamilton said. He said he
doesn’t mind working late because
Eastern may look at
GPA’s for admissions
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
As the nation debates standard-
ized admission tests, Eastern is
considering changing some of their
policies, but will remain dependent
on the ACT/SAT scores for admis-
sion.  
“(ACT/SAT’s) have been a
debated issue for quite some time
and there are arguments on both
sides of the issue,” said Lou
Hencken, vice president for student
affairs. 
On Feb. 18 University of
California President Richard
Atkinson announced that he would
like his university to start debating
if they should make the SAT an
optional part of application to their
university. 
Atkinson’s action has sparked
(or reignited) a national debate on
standardized tests for admission,
with related articles and editorials
appearing in Time magazine and
The Chronicle of Higher Education
as well as other reputable news
sources. 
Closer to home, Northern
Illinois University President John
Peters is setting up a committee of
university members to look into
how much emphasis is being
placed on the ACT and SAT and
what the affects of that are.
“It is (Eastern Illinois
University’s) decision at this time
to use the SAT/ACT as a require-
ment for admission,” said Susan
Ambrose, assistant director of
admissions. 
Hencken commented that there
are pros and cons to the issue.
“One pro is the (ACT/SAT) are
supposed to test the ability of stu-
dents and the ability of students to
succeed in college,” Hencken said.
“While a con would be that the tests
put an awful lot of emphasis on
four hours on a Saturday morning
for a student who is a junior in high
school.”
Bill Ruthhart/ Staff photographer
End of the road
Panther senior guard Kyle Hill goes up for a shot in Eastern’s 101-76 loss to Arizona in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament. For basketball coverage from Kansas City see Sports, page 12.
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Trumpet recital tonight
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
Graduation is right around the
corner and many seniors are
wrapping things up and getting
ready to receive their degrees.
One such senior is planning his
senior project for everyone to
enjoy.
Tonight at 7:30 p.m. Brian
Shaw, a senior jazz studies
major, is giving his senior recital
in the Dvorak Concert Hall in
Doudna Fine Arts Center. 
Shaw will be playing the
trumpet and will be accompa-
nied by various professors that
have taught him along the way.
Seating for the audience will be
on stage for his performance for
a more up close and personal
performance.
“We’re reversing things to
make it more intimate,” Shaw
said.
Those playing with Shaw
include Mark Maegdlin who
plays piano and Mark O’Connor
who plays the saxophone. Both
men are professional musicians
from Chicago and both are
Eastern Alumni, Shaw said. 
“They will be accompanying
me and soloing,” he said.
Also included in those
accompanying him are Jon
Schwabe, a bass player and a
professor at the University of
Northern Iowa; Kevin Hart of
Peoria, a drum player; Tom
Birkner, a vocalist and trumpet
player and the band director of
Belleville High School near St.
Louis; Sam Faguly, the director
of Eastern’s jazz studies depart-
ment and a saxophone player;
and Michael Stryker, an instruc-
tor of jazz at Eastern and a piano
player.
Shaw wrote two of the
arrangements he plans to play
with the help of his accompa-
nists. One is an arrangement of
“My Funny Valentine” and the
other is an original piece.
Birkner will be doing the vocals
for “My Funny Valentine” and
the EIU Jazz Band will be play-
ing with Shaw in his original
piece, Shaw said.
The other pieces will be done
in a small group format featuring
the various accompanists, Shaw
said. 
“It’s been a lot of work orga-
nizing this, putting together the
music and practicing,” he said,
“but it’s part of the experience.
The experience is not just giving
the performance.”
Shaw said getting to play with
his former instructors was a spe-
cial opportunity. 
“It’s great to get to play and
share the stage with people who
have taught me through the
years,” he said.
60 High school students to come to EIU for Academic Challenge 
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
Eastern will hold its 20th sec-
tional level of the Illinois Academic
Challenge competition Thursday,
with more than 60 high school stu-
dents scheduled to participate.
The sectional competition,
sponsored by Worldwide Youth in
Science and Engineering and
Eastern’s Pre-Engineering Studies
Committee, will be held in the
Grand Ballroom and the University
Ballroom in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, said
Leonard Storm, chair of pre-engi-
neering Studies. 
Individual students and schools
qualified to participate by placing
either first or second at the regional
competition held in February,
Storm said.
“This is the second year
Charleston High School is compet-
ing in the event,” he said.
After a brief opening ceremony,
each student will participate in a
testing section, consisting of two
tests, starting at 9:20 a.m, Storm
said. Participants will be allotted 40
minutes to complete each test, he
said.
The academic challenge’s
exams are comparable to the
Advance Placement tests that qual-
ify high school students for college
credit, a press release said.
The tests were composed by
college professors from various
universities around the state, the
press release stated.
Storm said the tests will chal-
lenge students in seven different
subject areas. First, second and
third place awards along with tro-
phies will be handed out in the
three divisions of competition fol-
lowing the challenge, he said.
“Sectional winners of this com-
petition will then compete at
Champaign,” Storm said.
n 4 p.m., Debra Israel, assistant professor of
economics, speaks about the willingness to pay
for environmental protection, Lumpkin Hall
Room  017.
n 6 p.m., “Killing Us Softly 3,” Coleman Hall
Room 112.
n 7 p.m., RSO Council, Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union ballroom.
n 7:30 p.m., Brian Shaw trumpet solo and con-
cert, Dvorak Concert Hall, Doudna Fine Arts
Center.
n 6:15 p.m., Roundtable Discussion on Men
and Gender Roles, Greenup Room, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
n 9:30 p.m. - 11:30 p.m., “Fowl Language,”
improv comedy, 7th Street Underground,
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
n 7 p.m., Marianne Ferber, a noted feminist
and economist speaks, Lumpkin Hall Room
122.
forecast
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cloudy
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Mostly
cloudy48˚
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Partly
cloudy50˚
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Wednesday
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What’s on
tap?
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
WednesdayTuesdayToday
Craig Banks, of Charleston, stands
outside of his stable on Sunday
afternoon at the Coles County
Fairgrounds after a long day of jog-
ging his standard bred horses.
Banks took advantage of the 50
degree weather by riding each of
his seven horses for four miles,
which is eight times around the
track.
Sara Figiel / Photo editor

Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  a l t h o n @ e i u . e d u
“
”
A short saying oft contains much wisdom.
Sophocles
philosopher, 495-406 B.C.
Igot a lot out of MarineCorps boot camp: self-con-fidence, discipline, andmultiple scars, among oth-
ers. One of the many things I
managed to retain was a bit of
wisdom an officer passed on to
our platoon once during a pep
talk.
“Pride cannot be manufac-
tured,” he told us.
In other words, taking plea-
sure in your association with an
inanimate object is an extremely tricky thing, and setting out
to do it is an exercise in futility. Think about it – how do
you make yourself, or anyone else, proud of something? Do
you sit down one day and repeat “I am proud of this and
that” until, magically, you are? Is there a useful self-help
video with step-by-step instructions on how to take satisfac-
tion in a possession?
No, and that’s because creating pride outside of yourself
is infeasible, much like defining justice or making someone
fall in love. Pride is an abstract, and therefore doing any-
thing with it is nigh on impossible.
So I’m keep in a curious and slightly amused eye on the
Student Senate’s efforts to create an “honor pledge” here at
Eastern. The student body president of Texas A & M, the
school that inspired the idea at Eastern, said the pledge
works because “people want to have pride in the school.”
Creating that pride is a noble goal. Naive, but noble.
The problem is that it really can’t be done.
See, by its nature, pride is a byproduct, an unplanned but
pleasant side effect, the unpredictable result of an action
pointed entirely in another direction. It whooshes in without
warning, and although you can probably identify its source,
you’d be hard-pressed to think of one thing you did specifi-
cally to cause its arrival. You may be able to create an envi-
ronment that breeds pride, but that’s about as close as you’ll
get.
I agree with the senate that Eastern is definitely deficient
in the pride category, and that something needs to be done
about our apathy toward our alma mater. I also believe that
Student Senate is one of the groups on campus that can
combat the indifference many students have about Eastern.
But making that a goal simply won’t work. Saying you
want to create pride in the
school is like saying you want to
improve Eastern’s reputation.
That’s all well and good, but
how exactly do you do it?
You don’t do anything. You let it
happen.
Right now everyone’s still rid-
ing the wave of euphoria caused
by the men’s basketball team’s
improbable run to the NCAA
tournament. It was a strong
injection of pride in the sickly
attitude that prevails at Eastern.
But I’m guessing coach Rick Samuels didn’t walk into
practice with his team every day and say, “OK, men, time to
make students proud of Eastern again.” He said, “Hit your
jump shots, make your free throws, and, for God’s sake, get
a rebound.”
And because they hit their jump shots, made their free
throws and rebounded (and Kyle Hill had a postseason hot
streak for the ages), we all rallied around the television in
our Eastern gear and cheered them on, much to the bewil-
derment of others who knew that, prior to now, most of us
hardly gave a damn about the Panthers or basketball in gen-
eral.
Seeing our guys run on ESPN delighted us to no end, but
I dare say that Henry Domercant wasn’t really thinking
about us whenever he buried a three-pointer. He was think-
ing about winning the game. And winning the next one. And
pretty soon he and the Panthers won 21 games, the team
was a part of March Madness, and every one of us was
telling complete strangers that Eastern was going to pull the
upset of the tourney.
That’s pride. That’s something that, like my officer said,
can’t be manufactured.
So I tip my hat to the Student Senate. You guys are on
the right track. But set your sights a little lower. Eastern’s
pride will come. The seeds are already planted. It’s up to
you to give it a safe, bright place to grow.
If you build it, pride will come
“You may be able
to create an
environment that
breeds pride, but
that’s about as
close as you’ll get.”Matt Neistein
Editorial page editor
n Matt Neistein is a junior journalism major and a semi-monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
mtneistein@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
althon@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Don’t look now, Eastern, but April’s right aroundthe corner. The euphoric anarchy (or relaxingbliss) of Spring Break is behind us and the fran-tic game of catching up on term papers and
cramming for finals looms ahead.
Every year about this time people look around, and at
each other, and make a comment along the lines of, “I
can’t believe this year went by so fast.” They try to
remember what they did and how they felt in August,
which seems like it took place in another lifetime.
Most of us started looking ahead to Spring Break in
December because there are
so many things to do to pre-
pare for the one-week high-
light of the school year:
getting plane tickets and
hotel reservations, saving
spending money, buying
appropriate clothing, tanning, etc. For two-and-a-half
months we focus on this one seven-day period, and then
it’s gone.
It leaves a somewhat empty feeling, and that, coupled
with the anxiety of finishing off the semester strongly, is
bound to have all of us a little jittery. It’s understandable,
but try and look at things a little differently this spring.
Think of these final six weeks as the homestretch of a
race. Runners, when they round that last turn and see the
finish line dead ahead, get a little extra juice and redouble
their efforts to cross that line strongly. We might be better
off if we do the same.
The usual behavior is to start putting in six-hour study
sessions fueled by jet-black coffee to read half a textbook
in one night or knock out 10 pages of that 15-page thesis
because the due dates are rushing at us. Subconsciously,
we figure that we had these seven or eight days filled with
alcohol, parties and other forms of hedonistic activity and
think we have to make up for tons of lost time.
Don’t think of finals and overdue essays and unstarted
projects – think of your home and family, summer nights,
and, for seniors, leaving your school days behind you for-
ever. The first 22 weeks of the year cruised by, and these
next six will as well, believe it or not.
If we can look three months ahead to a one-week
escape, we can certainly look six weeks ahead to a three-
month vacation.
So relax, take a deep breath, and stop panicking. It’ll
be summer before you know it, and pretty soon you’ll be
longing to come back to the hectic, exhilarating pace of
college.
Coming down
the stretch
Spring Break
Don’t let the aftereffect of this
past week ruin the rest of the
semester.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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D Z  
D Z Dream Man Contest
Overall winner:
Delta Chi
Mike Mazzia
Brian Togas
Jimmy Laha  
Lee Benbenek
Charlie Grafff
Sexy Strut
1st Delta Chi’s & 
Sigma Phi Epsilon
2nd Sigma Chi
3rd Delta Tau Delta Bowling
1st Lambda Chi Alpha
2nd Delta Chi
3rd Sigma Phi Epsilon
Talent Show
1st Sigma Chi
2nd Delta Chi
3rd Delta Tau Delta
*Thank you to all the fraternaties for participating in our contest
We appreciated the food & money contributions from Delta Chi, Sigma Phi Epsilon and Lambda Chi Alpha
*All proceeds go towards the Gaulludet College of Speech & Hearing
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Someone make a
reservation at Sara Bush
From-
The Guys
Happy 21st
Maurer
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
Because of the continuous
efforts on the part of Eastern’s
Social Security Number Task
Force, students, staff and faculty’s
social security numbers will no
longer be printed on the Panther
Card ID, beginning this May.
The task force’s purpose is to
look for ways in which it can better
protect the privacy of individuals of
the university, said Clay Hopkins,
director of telecommunications and
member of Social Security Number
Task Force.
“There has been an effort on
campus to eliminate the social
security number from the cards,”
Hopkins said.
The university determined it
would not be too laborious to elim-
inate the number from the cards, he
said.
Hopkins said the task force has
debated the topic of discontinuing
the printing of the number on cards
in various committee meetings held
by the force.
However, because the extreme
expense it would cost the university
to distribute brand new cards to all
who currently have their social
security number on the card, only
new members to the university will
benefit.
“There are no plans to replace
existing cards,” Hopkins said. “It is
going to take three or four years
before all cards are replaced.”
Students, faculty and staff mem-
bers do have the opportunity to
obtain a new Panther Card without
their social security number on it if
they pay for a new card, he said.
“If someone does not want the
number on their card, they must
pay $10 to purchase a new one,”
Hopkins said.
The Social Security Task Force
also has been re-emphasizing to
faculty members that students’
social security numbers are not to
be posted next to their grades.
“This is something we want to
make certain faculty members are
not doing,” he said. “We do every-
thing we can to protect rights of pri-
vacy.”
Hopkins said eliminating the
social security numbers from
Panther Cards is just a first step in
this directions.
Social security numbers no longer on Panther Card
Photo illustration by Sara Figiel / Photo editor 
Panther cards will no longer have social security numbers on them starting in May because of efforts made by Eastern’s
Social Security Number Task Force. To obtain a new Panther Card without a Social Security number on it a fee of $10
must be paid to purchase a new one.
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
The Panther Express will be
shut down indefinitely as adminis-
tration and student government
officials look for a new company
to run the shuttle bus system.
The old company, H&H
Transportation of Charleston,
mutually agreed with the university
to terminate its contract to run the
two Panther Express buses on
March 7 because the company
could not provide the bus service at
the price it bid, said Shelly Flock,
director of media relations and
publications, in a press release.  
University officials including
Vice President for Financial Affairs
Lou Hencken are now collaborat-
ing with Student Body President
Katie Cox and Speaker of the
Student Senate Adam Weyhaupt to
hear quotes from other transporta-
tion companies, Flock said.
H & H, which won the shuttle
bus contract over two competitors
with a bid of $53,998 last summer,
recently submitted a new bid of at
least $74,000, she said, but the
higher price was “cost-prohibi-
tive.”
Flock said she was unsure when
a new company could be found
and service could be resumed.
“We’re going to work as fast as
we can,” she said, “but it depends
on how quickly we can get an
agreement that we can afford.”
In the meantime, Flock said she
was not aware of any plans to pro-
vide alternate means of transporta-
tion for the thousands of students
that normally ride the Panther
Express around campus, as well as
to off-campus destinations such as
Mattoon, Wal-Mart Supercenter
and Wilb Walker’s.
According to Eastern’s Student
Government Web site the Panther
Express served over 17,500 pas-
sengers during a three-month peri-
od last year.
Panther Express shut down indefinitely due to contract termination
Administration, student government seeking
new company to run shuttle bus system We’re going to work as fast
as we can but it depends on
how quickly we can get an
agreement that we can afford.
Shelly Flock,
director of media relations 
and publications
“
”
By Amber Williams
City editor
A student plead innocent at his
arraignment last Tuesday on
charges of possession of fraudulent
IDs.
Tyson Heisner, a 20-year-old
undecided major, of Thomas Hall
was arrested on Feb. 24 when an
Illinois Secretary of State Police
officer stopped a car Heisner was
riding in and found the occupants of
the car to have open containers of
alcohol and fake IDs.
Heisner may face the possible
suspension of his Illinois driver’s
licenses, said Sgt. Bob Wingo, of
the Secretary of State Police previ-
ously.
Also arrested for fraudulent IDs
was Thomas Thompson, a 20-year-
old management major, of the Pi
Kappa Alpha house, who was riding
in the car with Heisner. During a
search of the vehicle, a New Jersey
driver’s license belonging to
Matthew Lodding, a 20-year-old
management major, of the Pi Kappa
Alpha house was found, and
Lodding was later arrested for pos-
session of fraudulent IDs.
The students will be given the
right to a hearing with the Secretary
of State’s office before the office
possibly revokes or suspends their
driver’s licenses, Wingo said previ-
ously. 
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TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF WAITING
GLASSES IN AN HOUR 
(...OR SO)
Featuring... Discounts for EIU Faculty and Students
¥ 20/20 Plan ¥
Just show EIU I.D. - Call for details
High Quality, Best Value & Fastest Service.
FREE
ADJUST-
MENTS
CROSS COUNTY MALL • MATTOON, IL
PHONE 235-1100
No other
discounts
apply
Dr.
Steve
Lane,
O.D.
$10 off any eye exam or
complete contact package
Student enters innocent
plea in fradulent ID case
Kate Mitchell/Assoc. photo editor
Rooftop rider
Paul Heckel, a senior environmental biology major, balances on a unicycle while juggling bowling pins on his roof
on Sunday afternoon at 103 Polk Ave.
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
Charlie Romstad’s mother came to
Des Moines to be with her dying
brother. On her way home to
Colorado Springs, Colo., she died
— carrying his ashes — when an
Amtrak train derailed in a remote
area of southwest Iowa.
The train, carrying 210 people
from Chicago to California,
derailed late Saturday. About 90
passengers were injured.
“It’s unbelievably bad,”
Romstad said Sunday in a tele-
phone call to The Associated
Press.
Romstad said his mother, Stella
Riehl, 69, came to Des Moines to
be with her brother, Antoni
Miszuk, 71, who was living in a
nursing home.
“On Thursday, she came on
Amtrak but came hours after he
died. She was so distraught that
she didn’t have a last moment with
him,” Romstad said. “We picked
up his ashes on Saturday. She was
taking them back to Colorado
Springs when the accident hap-
pened.”
Son: Grieving mother dies
in Amtrak derailment
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Welcome Back Spring Breakers!
$1.25 U-Call-It
Bottles and Bar Drinks
Tan Contest
Prizes and Fun
Ton
igh
t
Let’s See Those Tans!!!
Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union
email csmhc@eiu.edu
Web address www.eiubookstore.com
Phone Number 581-5821    Fax Number 581-6625    
Spring Hours
8:00am   - 8:00pm       Monday - Thursday
8:00am   - 4:30pm       Friday
10:00am - 4:00pm       Saturday
1:00pm - 5:00pm Sunday
Shorts    20%
March 19th - March 25th
GET RESUL TS......
ADVERTISE!I !
methamphetamines, it is considered
to be a class X felony, which carries a
minimum penalty of six years in jail.
In an effort to combat the alarm-
ing number of labs found in Coles
County each year, the East Central
Illinois Task Force has begun an edu-
cation program called Operation
Crystal Clear to inform police offi-
cials as well as citizens, especially
farmers, on how to spot a metham-
phetamine lab. 
A house in which people are man-
ufacturing methamphetamines may
have a strange odor coming from it
and a lot of late night activity and
high traffic, McLearin said.
Task force members are telling
farmers to immediately inform the
police if they see any suspicious per-
sons or vehicles in their fields or
parked out in the country, McLearin
said.
“With increased awareness and
education, farmers are no longer leav-
ing (anhydrous ammonia tanks) out
in the fields,” McLearin said.
Sheriff Ron Scott said that
although Coles County is a mainly
rural area, one reason why the county
has so many methamphetamine-
related arrests is because of the
methamphetamine education given to
police officers and farmers.
“We have really good police
work,” Scott said. “It helps to have the
education in the drug field.”
Studies of statewide methamphet-
amine usage in past years have shown
that the majority of users are not col-
lege students, Davidson said. Most
methamphetamine users are of a
lower socioeconomic background
and are less educated than their peers.
The reason for this classification
may be that methamphetamines take
over peoples’ lives, and if users were
in college, they would have to drop
out, Davidson said.
Police officials have noticed a
wide variety of people in different age
groups becoming addicted to
methamphetamines. Arrests are rang-
ing from people who are still in high
school to people in their 50s of both
genders, McLearin said.
“If meth is a person’s drug of
choice, the drug is their life,”
Davidson said.
Methamphetamines can be
smoked or snorted, but most addicts
choose to inject the drug, known as
mainlining, McLearin said.
“(Methamphetamines) are really,
really addictive,” McLearin said.
Some of the short-term effects of
methamphetamine usage, which can
begin on the first usage, are height-
ened blood pressure, a false sense of
well being, irritability, a reduced
appetite, difficulty sleeping, paranoia,
hallucinations and aggressive behav-
ior.
The onset of more long-term
effects of methamphetamine usage
depends on the frequency of usage,
the amount typically used and purity
of the drug, Davidson said. The neg-
ative effects may begin within a few
weeks. 
The more severe effects of
methamphetamine usage are malnu-
trition; insomnia; little care for self;
low resistance to illness; severe
weight loss and malfunctions of the
liver, brain and heart.
When a person who is addicted to
methamphetamines tries to kick the
habit, the withdrawal symptoms also
are severe. The addicts will first expe-
rience a severe crash even if they had
only been using the drug recreational-
ly, Davidson said.
Addicts going through withdraw-
al may experience schizophernia-like
symptoms, paranoia, delusions,
aggressive behavior and a fever up to
Meth
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ble testing. 
Frank Hohengarten, dean of
enrollment management, and
Hencken wish to change the require-
ments to factor a student’s cumulative
grade point average into the admis-
sion requirements.  
As of now, freshman admission
requirements are based on class rank
and a correlating ACT/SAT score,
according to Ambrose. 
For example, a student in the top
3/4 of their high school class must
score a 22 on the ACT (1020 SAT)
for admittance and a student in the
top 1/2 of their high school class must
score a 19 on the ACT (910 SAT).
Eastern’s lowest normal test score
admission standard is a class rank in
the top 1/4 and an 18 ACT score (860
SAT).
The proposal would allow stu-
dents to substitute their GPA for their
class rank factor.  
“We have been considering this
for a long time,” Hencken said. 
All high schools in Illinois are not
the same, Hencken said, so if you go
with only class rank and ACT/SAT
scores you receive criticism from
schools who feel they offer a better
education than others. 
“This is absolutely not lowering
the standards, it will just allow us to
use the GPA in addition,” Hencken
said. 
Other Illinois state schools have
policy’s similar to what Hencken and
Hohengarten are proposing. 
Western Illinois University’s crite-
ria for admission is an ACT score of
22 (SAT 1010) and a 2.2 cumulative
GPA (4.0 scale) or an ACT score of at
least 18 (SAT 850), a class rank in the
upper 40 percent  and a 2.2 cumula-
tive GPA (4.0 scale).
Illinois State University will, on a
case-by-case basis, consider an appli-
cants GPA if they do not meet the
preferred ACT/SAT and class rank
requirements. 
However, Northern Illinois
University and Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale do not for-
mally factor in a student’s GPA to
admission standards. 
Eastern’s admission requirements
are determined and regulated by the
Council on Academic Affairs, so the
proposal must be passed by the coun-
cil to be enacted.
CAA Chair Ron Wohlstein, soci-
ology/anthropology professor, said
the proposal will be added to the
agenda at the March 22 meeting and
GPA
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then he can sleep in in the morn-
ings.
On a typical night, Hamilton
said he drives about 125 students
uptown and brings back about 75.
He generally drives the bus up
Fourth Street to Marty’s, Jerry’s,
Stu’s and Mother’s. He waits for a
while and then goes back to cam-
pus to drive more students to the
same locations. About midnight, he
starts bringing students back to
campus.
On a typical night, Hamilton
doesn’t experience anything out of
the ordinary, but every now and
then, something sticks in his mind
as a memorable experience.
One night, a snowball flew
through the bus door. The incident
occurred at 1:10 a.m. when he was
picking students up from the bars.
He pulled over to the side of the
road and was waiting for students
to load the bus. He said a woman
was holding the door open, trying
to get her group in the bus.
“She just held the door too long
and pretty soon, the bus became a
target,” Hamilton said. “I shut the
door and left. I left part of the
group. It taught me not to stop (too
long) when snow’s on the ground.”
Hamilton said driving a bus for
Eastern is only natural since he has
been associated with the university
for 39 years. 
Hamilton graduated from
Mattoon High School in 1962 and
then from Eastern with a bachelor’s
degree in math in 1966. He met his
wife, Doris, who has been a resi-
dence hall counselor in University
Court for 22 years, at Eastern.
“Charleston girls convert us,
marry us and bring us to
Charleston,” he said.
After graduating from Eastern,
he taught math in Lovington at the
junior high and high school.
Becoming a math teacher was a
surprise for him. His first major
was a straight bachelor’s of science.
Then he found out about legislative
scholarships for two or three years,
and the next thing he knew, he was
in the mathematics teaching area.
His math classes convinced him
that teaching might be something
he would enjoy.
He also worked for 23 years at
K-Mart until K-Mart bought his
pension and he began working with
his son’s lawn service. 
When he’s not busy working,
Hamilton also likes genealogy. “I
like trying to find my dead ances-
tors,” he said. He also enjoys hunt-
ing and farming; he has an 80 acre
farm in Greenup where he likes to
take his four labradors.
Harrison said he’s known
Hamilton for more than 20 years.
He said he is a “happy go lucky
guy” who will do anything for any-
one.
“(He’s) one of the best,”
Harrison said. “He’s dependable,
personable. It goes without saying
if you know the man.”
Time
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Space station’s control
handed over to successor
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— The first commander of the inter-
national space station formally hand-
ed over control to his successor
Sunday night and then retreated to
space shuttle Discovery for a late-
night departure.
Discovery was poised to undock
from space station Alpha after nine
days of linked flight, taking American
astronaut Bill Shepherd and his crew
back to Earth and leaving Russian
cosmonaut Yuri Usachev in charge.
Shepherd, a 51-year-old Navy
captain, was visibly moved as he
handed Usachev the ship’s log. He
followed naval protocol in the formal
farewell ceremony, reading his speech
with care.
“We pass to your care Alpha’s log
with the hope that many successful
entries here are recorded,” Shepherd
said. “May the good will and spirit
and sense of mission we have enjoyed
on board endure.
“Sail her well. I am ready to be
relieved.”
With that, he turned over the log
and firmly shook Usachev’s hand.
Shepherd and his Russian crew-
mates, Yuri Gidzenko and Sergei
Krikalev, spent 4 1/2 months aboard
the space station, transforming it from
a spartan, three-room outpost to a
sophisticated four-room complex
capable of scientific research.
“We are on a true spaceship now,”
Shepherd said. “We are not the first
crew to board Alpha or the last to
depart. But we have made Alpha
come alive. We gave her a name and
put substance to the idea that our
crews can work together as equals and
our countries as partners, that we may
proceed with bolder and more enter-
prising voyages in space.”
Got Talent? 
Write or Draw for 
The Daily Eastern News
Summer Camp for Girls near
Terre Haute hiring counselors, life-
guards, cook, and waterfront
director for summer. Competitive
salaries, beautiful setting, reward-
ing experience with children. Call
Camp Manager at 800-232-0104.
_______________________3/19
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS.
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.cam-
pusfundraiser.com.
_______________________3/19
$10/hr GUARANTEED. Work on
campus F/T or P/T for as little as
5-10 hrs/wk or as many as 40
hrs/wk. Be your own boss.
Create your own schedule.
Limited posiitions. Call 1—800-
808-7442x80.
_______________________3/19
Area Swim team looking for
coach- summer program. Call 1-
800-541-1638 for more informa-
tion.
_______________________3/23
Wanted part time telemarketing
approximately 20hrs/week. Work
from home. Please apply in per-
son at Gandolfi Chiropractic 2115
18th St.
_______________________3/23
Nanny Opportunities!  Earn
money while experiencing another
area of the country. Immediate
placement opportunities available
with competitive salaries for one
year commitment. Childcare
experience and enthusiasm a
must. Earn $250-500 per week,
plus room, board, and airfare.
Call goNANI at 1-800-937-NANI,
for additional information.
_______________________3/30
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
_______________________5/01
MTN Bike, Cannondale CAD3
w/headshock, XTR, Race Face.
Bike alone, $1500. Bike plus all gear,
extra parts, tools, $2000. 345-0323.
________________________3/19
Live well off-campus cheaper than
the dorms. 1-5 persons. C21Wood,
Jim Wood, 345-4489
________________________3/20
House for rent. Close to campus.
Central air with heat pump.
Washer/Dryer. Trash paid. Call 348-
0614
________________________3/15
1 BR efficiency close to campus. Air
conditioned, non-smoking, year
lease. $350/month. All utilities
included. Phone 345-3232 days.
________________________3/21
2 BR house, close to campus. Non-
smokingm, no pets, air conditioned,
year lease. $620/month. Phone
345-3232 days.
________________________3/21
Apt.1 BDRM 3 BDRM on campus by
EIU police. 12 month lease Starting
Aug. Please phone for info. or appts.
Leave Message 348-0673
________________________3/23
Well kept 2 BDRM unit excellent
location $235/person Call 345-0652
NO PETS!
________________________3/23
House for 5 females. 1530 2nd St.
$235/$245. 345-2265
________________________3/23
House for 3 females. $245 each.
345-2564
________________________3/23
Two EIU juniors need two more stu-
dents to share very nice house 2
blocks from campus. 9 month lease
$255/month. 3 month summer lease
available also.
_________________________4/2
NICE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS. 1431 NINTH. AVAILABLE
AUGUST. 348-0209.
quinapts@advancenet.net
_________________________4/6
LARGE HOUSE WITH BASEMENT,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. (4 OR MORE
PEOPLE) CALL 349-88244 LEAVE
MESSAGE. AVAILABLE AUGUST
1.
_________________________4/7
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
(FOR 3 OR MORE) FURNISHED,
LAUNDRY ROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING, CENTRAL AIR. CALL
349-88824 LEAVE MESSAGE
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1
_________________________4/7
Affordable apts $300-$350 utilities
included. Charleston square.
Please call Dave 345-2171 9am-
11am.
__________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 3488-1479
__________________________01
4 girls for student house one half
block from Old Main on 7th St. 348-
8406
__________________________01
Single Apts. $300 - $350. Lease
August ‘01 to May ‘02. Utilities
included. Charleston Square. Dave
345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
__________________________01
SUMMER ONLY!  2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT $175 PER PERSON,
415 HARRISON 348-5032
__________________________01
2 BR furn. units avail. 8/1 Stove,
refrig., DW, micro., on-site laundry
room, cent. AC, ONLY 3 LEFT. 1017
Woodlawn, Ph. 348-7746
__________________________01
Duplex available NOW, 2 bedroom.,
2 bath, 1000 sq. ft., garage w/open-
er, all appliances, patio. Faculty or
female upperclassmen preferred.
Phone: 348-7746
__________________________01
Summer and fall. 2 bedroom fur-
nished  and unfurnished apartments
available. 2001 S. 12th St. Phone:
348-7746
__________________________01
2 BR. unf. apt. avail. NOW. Stove,
refrig., DW, W&D hookups, cent.
heat & AC, 605 W. Grant. PH. 348—
7746.
__________________________01
Summer mini storage units. 4x12 to
10x30. Reserve units now. PH.348-
7746.
__________________________01
BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WILL BE COM-
PLETED JUNE 1 AND AUGUST 1.
CALL 348-7746
__________________________01
FALL 2001 - 2 bdrm apts & house
Furn & unfurn, excellent condition,
several locations No pets 345-7286
__________________________01
FALL 2001 - 3 bdrm apts & house,
Laundry, excellent condition, excel-
lent location, AC No Pets 345-7286
__________________________01
Fall 2001 - 4 bdrm house for girls
excellent condition, AC, dishwasher,
laundry, No pets 345-7286
__________________________01
FALL 2001 - 5 bdrm house for girls
Excellent location, Laundry, AC No
Pets 345-7286
__________________________01
Well maintained 4 Bedroom unfur-
nished houses for 2001 - 2002
school year $275 per person per
month washer/dryer hook up. No
pets. 12 month lease. 345-3148
__________________________01
Nice close to campus unfurnished
one bedroom unit 2001 -2002 school
year  $350 for one person  $500 for
two. No pets. 12 month lease. 345-
3148
__________________________01
FALL 2001 - EFF. & 1 BDRM apts
Excellent location, some with laun-
dry No Pets 345-7286
__________________________01
Summer and Next School Year
Spacious Furnished apartments
from $325-360 (1 BR) $4220 (2 BR)
Ideal for couple. 745 6th Street. Call
581-7729 or 345-6127 or
cscjb@eiu.edu.
__________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS. 1,2,
& 3  BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. PHONE 345-6533
(OLDE).
__________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency, 2
bedroom apartments, or 3 bedroom
houses. Call 345-5088. Poteete
Property Rentals.
__________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FURNISHED
APTS. QUIET PLACE TO LIVE
AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
__________________________01
CAMPBELL APARTMENTS. STU-
DIO 1,2,3 BEDROOM, HEAT,
WATER, TRASH, ELECTRIC. 416
6TH ST. 345-3754
__________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001 and
FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street. Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
__________________________01
SELECT YOUR APT NOW!  LEAS-
ING STUDIO APTS WITH 1, 2, 3
BEDROOMS FOR FALL. GREAT
PRICES. LINCOLNWOOD PINE-
TREE. 345-6000
__________________________01
For Rent Fall 2001. One Bedroom
Apartments and 2 Bedroom Houses.
Phone 348-0006.
__________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 346-3161.
__________________________01
CLOSE TO BUZZARD. A FEW
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS AVAILABLE. LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE. 345-6000.
__________________________01
ENJOY  THE POOL IN SUMMER.
STAY WARM IN WINTER. LARGE 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS BY THE
POOL. WE PAY HEAT!  LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE. 345-6000
__________________________01
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD CLOSE
TO CAMPUS UPPERCLASSMEN
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS.
LARGE FURNISHED APT. FOR 2,
ALSO SINGLE EFFICIENCY APT.
10 OR 12 MONTH BEGINNING
FALL TERM. SOME UTILITIES
INCLUDED. $248-$320. 345-7678.
__________________________01
2 Bedroom Townhouse Apartment.
Furnished. Trash pickup included. 2
blocks from Campus. Call 348-0350.
__________________________01
LOOK 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAM-
PUS!  Large one BR Apartment,
quiet, low utilities. 345-2265
__________________________01
Clean, 4 bedroom, 2 bath house
close to campus 1210 Division- $250
each month. Bonus if you sign by 1st
of April-  235-0939.
__________________________01
Wanted: Housemates for 4 bedroom
house. Two blocks from Union. Call
Corinne @ 581-2603.
________________________3/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED!  May- Aug.
Clean 1 Bedroom Apartment. Grant
street near O’brien Stadium.
$300.00.. 348-6586.
________________________3/23
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
JUNE, JULY $ AUGUST. RIGHT
NEXT TO CAMPUS & BARS. $290
A MONTH. CALL 276-5200
________________________3/26
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UNIVERSITY ADMISSION  TO TEACHER EEDUCA-
TIOIN MEETING.  The meeting will be held on Tuesday,
March 20 at 1-1:50pm in 1501 Buzzard Hall.  Students must
formally apply for University Admission to Teacher
Education.  This is done by attending a meeting.  Students
who have not previously applied must attend.  
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IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!
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C O E P A T J A I L E R
O T S I N A W E Z E D S
F A T C H A N C E
B E A U K O R E A A S H
I Q T E S T P A R S P A
P U H L E A S E P E S T E R
L I L C R E T E S T A N D
A N E A R T H A T S R I C H
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E X E R T O N T O P E R T
ACROSS
1 Slave away
5 “Casablanca”
heroine
9 Fat cat
14 “___ of Green
Gables”
15 Windfall
16 Knock down a
peg
17 Cynic’s snort #1
19 Conservatives,
with “the”
20 Bothered nig-
glingly
21 Roasting rods
23 No longer work-
ing: Abbr.
24 Joy’s opposite
26 Cynic’s snort #2
28 Miler Sebastian
29 Game show
host Sajak
31 Lockup overseer
32 Tiebreakers,
briefly
33 Thunderstruck
36 Alphabet enders,
in Britain
37 Cynic’s snort #3
40 Loverboy
43 Split country
44 Combustion
residue
47 Brainpower
measurer
50 What golfers try
to break
51 Health resort
52 Cynic’s snort #4
55 Annoy
57 “___ Abner”
58 Island where
Minos ruled
60 Rise from a
chair
61 Something to
lend or bend
63 Cynic’s snort #5
65 ___ Dame
66 Job to do
67 Neck of the
woods
68 Strain
69 Aware of
70 Saucy
DOWN
1 Hot sauce
2 Drunkenly revel-
ing
3 Belongs
4 “The Merry
Widow” com-
poser
5 Co. called “Big
Blue”
6 Arcing shots
7 Like thick fog
8 1973 Rolling
Stones #1 hit
9 Actress Mason
10 Kimono sash
11 Ban on talking
12 Led down the
aisle
13 Correspondence
18 Heaven on
earth
22 ___ Mahal
25 Desire
27 Economy, for
one
30 Bulletin board
affixer
34 You-know-___
35 Lawman Wyatt
37 Gas or oil
38 Kind of tide
39 Touch tenderly
40 Many a crop-
duster
41 March 21 occur-
rence
42 Jock
44 Fred of “Top
Hat”
45 Princess Diana’s
family name
46 Construction
worker
48 Hush-hush
49 Two-lane topper
53 Brief brawl
54 Patriot Allen
56 Subway hand-
hold
59 Sunrise direc-
tion
62 Flight board
info: Abbr.
64 Fight stopper,
briefly
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Nancy Salomon and Harvey Estes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35 36
37 38 39
40 41 42 43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64
65 66 67
68 69 70
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Points in paint key to game
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Five to seven players scoring the
majority of a team’s points tends to
work a lot better than two guys scoring
most of the points. That is the lesson
Eastern learned in its game in the first
round of NCAA Tournament Midwest
Regional against the No. 2 seeded
Arizona Wildcats.
“We played a team that has great
athletes and great depth,” Eastern head
coach Rick Samuels said. “And you
know they wore us down.”
The Panthers (21-10) were worn
down and only were able to get to dou-
ble-digit scoring from senior guard
Kyle Hill, who led all players with 32
points, and forward Henry Domercant
who put in 20.
“Eastern creates problems for you
defensively because of the great range
that they have from Hill and
Domercant,” Arizona head coach Lute
Olson said. “We had to make sure that
they weren’t able to get open off of a
lot of screens so our big guys had to do
a lot of doubling to slow them down.”
Not only was Olson impressed with
the play of Eastern’s two leading scor-
ers, but so was Arizona guard Gilbert
Arenas who along with U of A point
guard Richard Jefferson had to guard
Hill and Domercant for most of the
game.
“Well, they have two perimeter
players that have the ultra green light,”
Arenas said. “You just have to be there
when they catch the ball and hope to
alter their shot. 
“But other then there is not much
you can do because they are going to
get their shots up,” he said.
Arizona was impressive in their
own right with five players scoring
over 10 points, led by Arenas who led
the Wildcats with 21. 
Other Arizona players in double fig-
ures were center Loren Woods and for-
ward Michael Wright, each finishing
with 17 points.
Jefferson chipped in 12, and reserve
forward Eugene Edgerson dropped in
13 to round out the Arizona double
digit scorers.
One of the advantages that helped
the Wildcats gain the big edge in scor-
ing was the effectiveness of their inside
game. 
With the size and athleticism of
Arizona’s big men, the Panthers were
basically helpless at times as the
Wildcats outscored Eastern in the paint
64-26.
“Offensively we knew we were
going to be able to get a lot of shots in
the paint,” Woods said. “So all week
we worked on getting the ball inside
“We knew that their big guys like to
play behind in the post, and that’s great
for us,” he said. 
“Any time we can get open shots in
the paint, we’re going to take them.”
Among all of the things that the
Wildcats did right in Friday’s game,
the most important was the balance of
their offensive attack – something
Eastern couldn’t match.
“We knew that there were a lot of
upsets out there, and we knew that
Eastern Illinois was a team that was
capable of upsetting a higher seed,”
Woods said. 
“They had great scoring from the
outside, but we had great scoring from
the outside and in the inside.”
Rough week
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
Eastern’s softball team was eliminated from the
Sacramento State Capital Classic Tournament Sunday
with a 15-3 loss to Western Kentucky in a consolation
game.
The loss moves the Panthers’ record to 1-9 on the sea-
son. Eastern opened up the game early against Western
Kentucky by scoring three runs in the first inning as cen-
terfielder Carrie Ninness, third baseman Jessi Robertson
and first baseman Melissa Slama.
The Hilltoppers (9-12) scored one run in the bottom of
the first, but took control at the plate in the second and
third innings with a combined 11 runs in the two innings.
With three more runs in the bottom of the fourth inning
and Eastern unable to produce on offense, the game was
called after the top of the fifth inning with the Hilltoppers
coming away with a 12 run win.
Jen Green took the loss for the Panthers on the mound,
pitching three strike outs, walking two and giving up three
runs. Trish Sanders and Kristen Becker split time on the
mound with Green, allowing five runs and four runs
respectively. 
Eastern also faced California, Miami (OH), Purdue and
New Mexico in the Cal State Tournament. Opening the
tournament with a 4-3 win over the Hilltoppers, the
Panthers entered Saturday’s bracket competition with a
No. 12 seed in the pool and a 1-3 record. California and
New Mexico topped off the standings with perfect 4-0
records. Here are the scores and results from the rest of
that tournament:
New Mexico 8, Eastern 0
Eastern faced off with New Mexico on Saturday, taking
a 8-0 loss in the five-inning game. Becker pitched three
innings for the Panthers, allowing six runs off of six hits.
Freshman Lorie Daniel pitched 1 2/3 innings with two
runs after seven batters. New Mexico improved their
record to 5-0 in the tournament.
Purdue 1, Eastern 0
The Panthers faced a tough challenge against the
Boilermakers (17-7-1) with a scoreless game until the sev-
enth inning. Purdue short stop Katie Crabtree scored the
lone run of the game for the win.
Becker pitched 4 1/3 innings, striking out one and
allowing four hits. Sanders pitched 2 2/3 innings, allow-
ing one run from three hits and striking out three.
Miami (OH) 3, Eastern 0
Miami scored its only runs of the game in the bottom
of the first inning with Sanders on the mound for Eastern.
Sanders pitched 2 2/3 innings, giving up three runs from
two hits while walking five.
California 13, Eastern 4
After three innings, California led 8-0, but the
Panthers’ offense stepped up to put four runs on the board
in the top of the fourth inning. California followed that
with  five more runs to end the game after the top of the
fifth inning. Kari Hagerty took the loss on the mound for
Eastern, pitching six hits and allowing five runs.
Eastern 4, Western Kentucky 3
Sanders took the win for the Panthers, pitching five
strikeouts and no hits after 11 batters. Hagerty had two
hits in Eastern’s lone win of the tournament.
University of the Pacific 8, 4, Eastern 0, 0
Prior to the Cal State Tournament, Eastern faced a dou-
bleheader against the No. 25 ranked University of the
Pacific Wednesday. Eastern suffered an 8-0, 4-0 loss to the
Tigers, who improved their record to 21-5.
In the first game, it was the third consecutive time the
Tigers ruled out their opponent, as the game was called
after the fifth inning because of the eight-run rule.
Ninness hit a double for the Panthers.
Eastern held the University of the Pacific to a tougher
contest in the second game, cutting the Tigers’ scoring
output in half. The Tigers outhit  the Panthers 7-4 with
Sanders picking up the loss after six innings on the
mound.
Softball team loses seven games
Don’t miss the Panthers’
NCAA basketball souvenir
guide... Thursday in sports
Eastern’s lack of inside game crucial in NCAA loss
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Baseball team sweeps first OVC series
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Strong starting pitching performances
helped Eastern take all three games from
Ohio Valley Conference rival Murray State
this weekend.
The Panthers, who are now 5-10 on the
season, used only five pitchers that combined
to give up only eight runs in 23 innings of
baseball.
But the pitching wasn’t the only thing that
Eastern skipper Jim Schmitz can build on
with his Panthers as they scored 20 runs in the
three game set.
Eastern was led at the plate on the week-
end by third baseman Chris Martin who was
6-12 on the weekend with one homerun and
nine RBIs.
On Sunday, the Panthers went down early
to the Thoroughbreds 1-0 in the second
inning, but came back to score two in the fifth
inning, six runs in the sixth and tacked one
more in the eighth inning to take the game 9-
3.
Senior Mike Ziroli (1-2) started on the
mound for the Panthers, throwing 6 and 1/3
innings allowing only two runs on four hits,
and struck out six. 
Relievers Nathan Stone and Nick Albu
combined to close out the last 2 and 2/3
innings allowing just one run on five hits.
Saturday’s games were much of the same
for the Panthers as they got great play from
both the pitching staff and the hitters as they
took game one 2-1, and game two 9-4.
In game one, it looked as though the
Eastern bats were going to be quieted once
again, and for much of the game they were, as
Aaron Russelburg had a no-hitter into the
seventh inning.
But in the top of the seventh inning right
fielder Ben Duke broke up the no-hitter and
was followed by a Martin homerun that even-
tually won the game for Eastern.
Martin’s homer helped preserve a great
pitching performance by junior Scott Metz
(2-1), who threw all seven innings allowing
only one run on five hits while striking out
three.
The nightcap of Saturday’s OVC double-
header saw the Eastern bats wake to the tune
of nine runs and nine hits, winning the game
9-4.
The Panthers were once again led by
Martin, who went 3-4 with two doubles and
five RBIs. Seniors Keith Laski and Josh
Landon each had two hits in the game, with
Laski getting two RBIs.
Senior Pete Martin (1-2) threw six strong
innings giving up three runs and Mike Ziroli
pitched the seventh sitting down Murray State
in order striking out two of the three batters
he faced.
The week wasn’t all good news for the
Panthers though as they only got one win in
six games against both the University of
Alabama-Birmingham and the University of
Memphis.
In Eastern’s only win of the six games
Duke and Pignatiello each drove in three runs
a piece as the Panthers won 10-5. Lefty Nick
Albu got the win to push his record to 1-0.
The March 10 doubleheader against the
Blazers saw the Panthers lose two games 3-1
and 9-0.
In game one Eastern’s only RBI came
from Duke who drove in Pignatiello in the top
of the second. 
Metz took the loss in the game giving up
three runs on six hits in only four innings.
In game two of the doubleheader four
Eastern pitchers gave up nine runs on nine
hits with Andy Hoffman taking the loss.
Sunday’s 12-5 loss had UAB’s Nick
Clark, Matt Glauden and Christian Reimers
all homered to lead the Blazers past the
Panthers. The only bright spot was Jesse
Neuhaus’ two RBIs.
After the UAB series, the Panthers trav-
eled to Memphis to take on the Tigers of the
University of Memphis.
Eastern was outscored 43-19 in the two
game set losing both games by scores of 20-
4 and 23-15.
In game one Mitch Rosenthal gave up nine
runs and Chris Martin game up another seven
as the Tigers cold do no wrong at the plate
scoring 20 runs.
Game two was very similar for the Panther
pitching staff as they allowed 23 runs on 18
hits including Daniel Uggla’s three homeruns
and nine RBIs to pace Memphis.
Eastern’s offensive star in the game was
senior second baseman Josh Landon who
went 3-5 with four RBIs. The Panthers will
be in action again on Tuesday when they trav-
el to IUPU-Indianapolis.
Iowa and the place would go deaf. That’s a
good experience to carry over next year.”
Taylor’s coach said if there is one thing he
needs to improve on next season, it’s his con-
sistency.
“As a coach, I wanted to bring him back to
that regional tournament where you could see
he was ready to go and was on all cylinders
and was focused both physically and mental-
ly,” McCausland said. “He needs to take all
those elements and he’s felt that, seen that and
knows he can do that.
If he can find that consistency and fall back
on his experiences in Iowa City, Taylor has the
potential to be an extremely dangerous
wrestler in his senior season.
“He can compete with anyone, he truly
can and there was nobody at that tournament
he couldn’t wrestle with,” McCausland said.
“And he knows that in his mind now and
has the experience base to carry that over to
next season. 
“The strides he has made from his first
year have been remarkable and this is an indi-
vidual who didn’t even start the sport until his
junior year in high school,” he said. “ H e
made amazing strides this year both mentally
and physically and if can carry over his con-
sistency, he’ll make great strides next year.”
Run
from Page 12
think it is time to give Samuels and his coach-
ing staff the credit they deserve for their hard
work and effort with this year’s team.  It is one
thing to have a talented roster, but if a coach-
ing staff cannot get their players to work hard,
that talent is wasted (see the DePaul men’s
basketball team). 
Eastern’s coaching staff will tell you that it
is the players that have bought into the system,
but to commit to a certain type of play, they
must have trust invested into the coaches.
Samuels and his staff not only got their
players to believe, but also judging by the
overwhelming amount of fans that made the
trip to Kansas City for Eastern’ NCAA
Tournament game, he also made the Eastern
community believe.  
Of course having the likes of Hill,
Domercant and Britton was a great help, but
during their success they never strayed outside
of the team’s game plan. 
Even they knew that combining their tal-
ents and the coaches’ game plan would equal
success for the Panthers.
Samuels said in the post game interview
after the Arizona loss, that his team this year
has rejuvenated his coaching spirit. 
If that is truly the case, then the future for
Eastern basketball certainly looks good.  
Cuculich
from Page 12
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2001 NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament
1 Michigan State
16 Alabama State
8 California
9 Fresno State
5 Virginia
12 Gonzaga
4 Oklahoma 
13 Indiana State
6 Texas
11 Temple
3 Florida 
14 Western Kentucky
7 Penn State
10 Providence
2 North Carolina
15 Princeton
1 Illinois
16 Northwestern State
8 Tennessee 
9 Charlotte
5 Syracuse
12 Hawaii
4 Kansas
13 CS Northridge
6 Notre Dame
11 Xavier
3 Ole Miss
14 Iona
7 Wake Forest
10 Butler
2 Arizona
15 Eastern Illinois
1 Duke
16 Monmouth
8 Georgia
9 Missouri
5 Ohio State
12 Utah State
4 UCLA
13 Hofstra
6 USC
11 Oklahoma State 
3 Boston College
14 Southern Utah
7 Iowa
10 Creighton
2 Kentucky
15 Holy Cross
1 Stanford
16 UNC Greensboro
8 Georgia Tech
9 St. Joseph’s
5 Cincinnati 
12 BYU
4 Indiana
13 Kent State
6 Wisconsin
11 Georgia State
3 Maryland
14 George Mason
7 Arkansas
10 Georgetown
2 Iowa State
15 Hampton
South Regional East Regional
Midwest Regional West Regional 
Michigan State
Michigan St. 
Duke
Missouri
Utah State
UCLA
Boston College
USC
Iowa
Kentucky
Stanford 
St. Joseph’s
Cincinnati
Kent State
Georgia State
Maryland
Georgetown
Hampton
Fresno State
Gonzaga
Indiana State
Temple
Florida
Penn State
North Carolina
Illinois
Charlotte
Syracuse
Kansas
Notre Dame
Ole Miss
Butler
Arizona
Gonzaga
Temple
Penn State
Illinois
Kansas
Ole Miss
Arizona
Duke 
UCLA
USC
Kentucky
Stanford
Cincinnati
Maryland
Georgetown
“We don’t typically use full court pressure,
but if we have someone we feel we can be
effective against using that pressure, we’ll uti-
lize it,” Arizona head coach Lute Olson said.
“It certainly was a key turning point area for
us because we got some steals, we totally took
them out of sync and the guys did a great job
on that.”
While Hill, the nation’s third leading scorer,
hit 11 of 18 shots from the field, including a
blazing 7 of 11 from three-point range, in the
end, it would be Arizona’s inside game, not
Hill’s scorching shots, that would dictate the out-
come of the game.
The Wildcats outscored Eastern 64-26 in the
paint as 6-7 forward Michael Wright and 7-1
senior center Loren Woods each finished the
game with 17 points.
“Offensively, we knew we were going to be
able to get a lot of shots in the paint,” Woods
said. “We know their big guys like to play
behind in the post, and that’s just great for us and
any time we can get shots in the paint, we’re
going to take them.”
Guard Gilbert Arenas led the way for
Arizona with 21 points while point guard
Richard Jefferson chipped in 12 and senior
reserve Eugene Edgerson had 10.
Panther sophomore Henry Domercant, the
nation’s fourth-leading scorer, added to Hill’s 32
points with 20 of his own, but Wildcat head
coach Lute Olson was still pleased with his
team’s defensive effort on the two.
“I was very pleased with our focus coming
out and Eastern creates problems for you because
of the tremendous range of Hill and Domercant,”
he said. “We had to make some changes and had
our big guys do some doubling up on them.
Overall, I thought we did a solid job.”
Although Arizona had a 22-point halftime
lead, the Wildcats outscored Eastern by just
three points in the second half.
“This has not been a team that has given up
in any instance this year,” Panther head coach
Rick Samuels said. “In fact, this would have
been the one that would have been the easiest to
give up in because we got in such a hole.
“Our kids have pride, and they wanted to
continue to play hard and see where they could
end up,” he said.
While the 25-point loss to the nation’s No. 5
ranked team was difficult to swallow, finishing
the season as the winningest team in the school’s
Division I history is something the Panthers can
be proud of.
“I just want to reflect on what an outstanding
season these young men had,” Samuels said in
his opening remarks at the postgame press con-
ference. “We played a team that’s an excellent
team that has great athletes and great depth. 
“They wore us down, they beat us on the boards
and they were physical on defense,” he said. “We
dont feel good today, but tomorrow, we will feel
very good about our season.”
And it’s a season neither Samuels, nor Hill,
will ever forget.
“I told these kids before the game that they’re
a special group,” Samuels said. “They’ve rejuve-
nated me as a coach. I’ve always liked coaching,
but this group is always fun to be around. I have
a new enthusiasm about coaching the game of
basketball.”
“I’m glad to end my career like this, I enjoyed
the whole year,”Hill said. “We were one as a
team both on the court and outside of basketball.
“I’m sad that its over, but I’m happy about our
season. It was a hell of a year.”
Notes and quotes
No excuses
Domercant twisted his ankle early on in
Fridays loss and was forced to leave the game.
The 64 sophomore forward finished with 20
points, but shot just 5-17 from the floor, well
below his season average.
“We’re not a team that makes excuses, and
I’m not going to make excuses,” Domercant
replied when asked if his bum ankle affected his
shooting effort. “If it was hurting me, I wouldn’t
have played.
“We didn’t take care of some of the details
we needed to take care of to beat a great team
like Arizona. Thats why we lost.”
Simply outplayed
Despite losing by 25, the Panthers felt they
were well-prepared for the game but simply
couldn’t match up physically. 
“I think we were very well-prepared,” senior
point guard Matt Britton said. “We came out and
played hard, but were not used to seeing that
kind of athletic ability inside.
“I don’t think they threw anything at us we
weren’t ready for,” he said. “I just think they kind
of wore us out.”
Claw
from Page 12
Kansas City, Mo. – Asthe saying goes, “Allgood things mustcome to an end.” Such
was the case for the men’s bas-
ketball team on Friday afternoon
as its season was ended by the
Midwest Region’s No. 2 seeded
Arizona Wildcats 101-76.
The Panthers were up to their
usual tricks as Kyle Hill scored 32
points and Henry Domercant,
who twisted his ankle mid-way
through the first half, added 20.
Eastern gave its fans something to
be proud of with their perfor-
mance, but in the end, the size and
athletic ability of the Wildcats
was too much.
What was great to see, though,
was the Panthers’ willingness not
to give up despite the score.
Trailing 90-60 with only five min-
utes to play, Eastern could have
easily just packed it in and called
it a season. But behind steals by
Matt Britton and Jesse
Mackinson, and three pointers by
Hill and Domercant, Eastern
showed that they were not going
to stop playing until the final
buzzer went off.  And once the
horn sounded the Panthers han-
dled themselves as they had all
year – in victory or defeat – as
class acts.
Domercant summed up what
Eastern was all about in the post
game interview.  He was asked if
his ankle injury early in the game
affected his play. His response
was, “We are a team that doesn’t
make excuses, and so I’m not
going to make an excuse. We just
didn’t take care of some of the
details that we needed to, to win
the game.”
But as much as Eastern head
coach Rick Samuels would say
that his players have that “No
excuse” attitude, it had to have
come from somewhere. 
And Samuels does not have to
look to his players’ high school
past or work ethic off the court.
All he has to do is look in the mir-
ror and look at his coaching staff.  
Samuels, along with assistant
coaches Mike Church, Troy
Collier and Steve Weemer have
given credit for their team’s suc-
cess to everybody and everything
except themselves.  
Following the men’s basket-
ball team all season, I have come
to realize that I have a better
chance of being drafted in the first
round of the NBA draft than I do
of hearing Samuels the coaching
staff or his game plan for his play-
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
Panther wrestler Louis Taylor’s
bid to become an All-American fell
short this weekend as the 157-pound
grappler lost his first two matches
and was eliminated from the NCAA
Championships in Iowa City, Iowa.
“Louis was two and out, but he
drew the No. 1 seed in the country in
the first round and that didn’t help
any,” Eastern head coach Ralph
McCausland said. 
Taylor lost to the No. 1 ranked
wrestler from Edenborough
University 12-3 in his opening
match. 
“Louis was off the mark a little
bit and he got caught toward the end
of that match,” McCausland said.
“The score didn’t indicate how close
the bout was.”
In the wrestlebacks, Taylor drew
former junior college teammate
Steven Schenk from Wyoming.
Taylor had wrestled against Schenk
twice before this season, once at
Lantz Gym and once in the Midwest
Regional a week ago. Schenk got the
best of the junior in their third and
final meeting as he pinned Taylor in
the second period.
“That was a situation where we
knew what we needed to do and
Schenk knew what he needed to do,”
M c C a u s l a n d
said. “And in
that one, he
caugtht us and
pinned us. 
He wrestled
well and ended
up winning his
next two and
finishing one
match away
from becoming an All-American.”
McCausland said Taylor wrestled
farely well, but said the 157-pounder
knew he could have done better.
“Our draw was a real buzzard
draw,” McCausland said. “He was
not very happy with himself.”
“It’s the national tournament and
you hope to present yourself at your
highest level and he was lacking a
little with that,” he said. 
But McCausland said the valu-
able experience of competing at col-
lege wrestling’s grandest stage will
help Taylor in his senior season.
“The great thing about this is that
he’s only a junior,” he said. “He’s
been there, he’s had the experience
and he’s seen all the hoopla and hype
and was still able to compete,” he
said. “He was able to continue to
compete when something two mats
over would happen with a guy from
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Wildcats claw through Panthers
Arizona ends Eastern’s
magical season with 
NCAA first-round win
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
KANSAS CITY, Mo. –  Kyle Hill’s last out-
standing offensive performance in a Panther uni-
form was not enough as Eastern fell to No. 2
seeded Arizona 101-76 in first-round action of
the NCAA Tournament’s Midwest Regional. 
The senior guard had a game-high 32 points,
leading the Panthers
who finish the season
with a 21-10 record. 
“I was anxious to
play,” said Hill, who
stands as Eastern’s sec-
ond all-time leading
scorer and fell just 12
points shy of breaking
the Panthers’ single-season
scoring record.
“We’ve been waiting two
weeks, and I just wanted to
get out there and play.”
Eastern led by as many as
four early in the first half, but
the Wildcats took a 17-16
lead seven minutes into the
first half and never looked
back, going on a 17-2 run on their way to a 55-
33 halftime advantage.
It was Arizona’s full court press, forcing
Eastern to make several turnovers, that resulted
in quick transition baskets for the Wildcats. 
Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Panther sophomore forward Henry Domercant drives past Arizona’s Jason Gardner as the Wildcats’ Richard Jefferson looks on. Eastern lost 101-76.
Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Panther head coach Rick Samuels looks on during his team’s practice
Thursday afternoon at Kemper Arena in Kansas City, Mo.
Samuels, staff deserve more credit All-American
run cut short
Taylor’s season comes to a close at NCAAs
Derek Cuculich
Staff writer
The Big Show
See CUCULICH Page 10
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101
76
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Louis Taylor
More inside
Arizona’s inside
game was the
difference in
Eastern’s loss to
the Wildcats.
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